1649 - Holiday Pipes! . . . from the stage of the Sharp Concert Hall at Oklahoma University, students and faculty of the American Organ Institute share in some seasonal revelry.

1650 - A Seasonal Celebration . . . whether in Michigan or New Mexico, Ely or Orleans, the music of Christmas resounds of peace and joy.

1651 - On Christmas Day . . . whether with carols or noels, anthems or improvisations, these musicians proclaim holiday cheer!

1652 - An Organist’s Yearbook . . . the annual Olde Yeare-New Year reflection, with highlights from recent recordings, concert excerpts, prize-winning performances, memorial tributes, and more. Contents TBA

Pipedreams® is American Public Media’s weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the king of instruments is heard on stations nationwide and worldwide via pipedreams.org. Go online to locate a broadcast station near you.